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Agenda
1. Small-Dollar Loan State Policy Developments

– Who borrows and why?

– 300%+ APRs or no credit?

– Successful payday loan reforms that achieved access, affordability 
in Colorado (2010), Ohio (2018) and Virginia (2020)

– Hawaii’s Transformational Reform (2021)

2. Lessons from Hawaii's success
3. Other policy-relevant research from Pew’s Family 

Economic Security portfolio
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Payday Lending Market
• 12 million borrowers per year
• Typical borrower makes $30,000/year
• Borrowers must have checking account and lender can access 

it to collect
• 7 in 10 borrow to pay recurring bills (rent, mortgage, utilities, etc.)
• Average borrower pays $520 in fees per year to repeatedly 

borrow $375 in credit
• Typical loan takes 36% of borrower’s paycheck
• Payday loans in 34 states
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The Debate in the 1990s and 2000s:
300%+ APRs or No Credit?
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Colorado case study
2010:  Eliminated the conventional, 2-week payday loan
Replaced it with a 6-month installment loan featuring:

1. Affordable payments (avg. 4% of paycheck, not 38%)

2. Amortizing loan with equal installment payments

– Fees effectively spread over the life of the loan (avoids loan flipping)

3. Had lowest payday pricing in country

– But still high: avg. APR 120% w/ interest and fees

– Average loan of $389 repaid in 3 months – cost: $116

4. A ballot measure rescinded this law in 2018, but the same lenders 
still operate under a largely similar installment law in place today
(Colorado AG publishes extensive data)
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Percentage of 
Colorado’s 
population that 
lived within 20 
miles of a payday 
loan store:

• Before the law 
change: 93%

• After the law 
change: 91%

Stores were widely available after CO law change

4-8 8-12

1-4<1
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Hawaii
(Before Reform)

Colorado
(2010-2018)

Cost to borrow $300 for 5 months $529 $172 

Share of paycheck due for next loan payment 36% 4%

Loans widely available Yes Yes

Evidence-based approach used to 
ensure access to credit 
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Hawaii Small-Loan Reform Law (2021)

• Requires licensing for storefront and online payday lending –
Enhances enforcement powers; makes loans “void” if lender unlicensed

• All loans must be amortizing installment loans
– Minimum term of 4 months, or 2 months if loan is less than $500

– Maximum 12 months 

• Core pricing (loans up to $1,500)
– Up to 36% interest & $35 maximum monthly service fee

– Total cost capped at 50% of loan

• Detailed summary of HB 1192 available on request
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Hawaii Reform Law (HB 1192)

BEFORE
$700

AFTER
$158

Effective Jan. 1, 2022

Cost to borrow $500 for 4 months:
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Family Economic Security Research
Other policy-relevant research from colleagues at Pew 
include

• Retirement savings
– State auto IRA programs

• Home financing and supply research
– Researching the barriers to accessing safe, affordable home 

financing, small-dollar mortgages and alternative arrangements

– Land use policies, single-family zoning, residential segregation 

• Student Borrower Success
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CFPB 2017 Payday Rule
Focused almost exclusively on loans lasting 45 days or less

• CFPB Ability-to-Repay Provisions
– Strong safeguards for loans up to 45 days, with ability-to-repay 

guidelines or alternative compliance method, and limit of 3 
consecutive loans

– Don’t apply to multi-payment loans of > 45 days

– Not covered: pawn, rent-to-own, installment, LOC

• Payment provisions of minimal consequence
– New authorization if 2 consecutive debits fail

– Record-keeping and debit notification
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Payday Lenders Report Declining Volume

• Preliminary evidence of year-over-year decline
• Payday volume outstanding always declines during tax 

refund season
• Stock prices of publicly traded lenders declined far more 

than stock market early in the pandemic
• Unemployment benefits valid source of income for 

obtaining payday loans
• Implications of stimulus, lower consequences for inability 

to pay
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Ohio Reform Law (HB 123 - 2018) 

BEFORE
$400+

AFTER
$109

Licensing data and market analysis confirm: 
Credit still widely available after reform, with 
additional competition from new entrants

Cost to borrow $400 for 3 months:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More than 100 licensed locations todayEnova and other major online lenders now operating with state licenseFintech firms entering the state e.g. Possible
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Virginia Reform Law (HB 789 / SB 421)

BEFORE
$480

AFTER
$138

Lower-cost providers that previously avoided 
VA have stated intent to enter market

Cost to borrow $500 for 4 months:
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Agency 
Intro

Financial Opportunity Center to increase 
income and assets of ALICE and below 
households with financial counseling, 
income supports, and career coaching

Center targets ALICE and below 
households with a focus on families

HCA adopted a national, evidence-based 
model and replicated it on Oahu



Successes 
and 
Achievements

• Established Oahu Financial Opportunity Center 
April 2019 

• Expanded into nation’s first-and-only Financial 
Opportunity Center network in January 2021

• 306 individuals served from Apr 2019-Jul 
2021 with “bundled services”

• 20% individuals increased their financial 
capacity (increased income/assets)

• $3.8 million in public + private funds 
leveraged

• Legislative Wins! Payday Loan Reform, 
Affordable Homeownership Revolving Fund, 
State Retirement Savings Task Force, DOE 
Standards for Financial Literacy (9-12 grades)





What are 
your future 

agency plans 
to continue 

ALICE Work?

HCA will:
• Adopt and adapt new financial tools

tailored to needs of ALICE and below 
households (i.e. CLIFF tool)

• Accelerate increases in income, asset 
wealth, and housing stability for ALICE 
and below households with financial 
products (grants + loans)

• Improve efficiency through internal 
training and externally through 
collective impact partnerships
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What can the 
community 

support your 
agency with 
to continue 

the work?

Use Our Free Financial Health 
Employee Benefit. Refer staff and 
clients to Financial Opportunity 
Centers for financial counseling, 
income supports, and career coaching

Commit Financial Resources.  
Dedicated, multi-year public and 
private funding for Financial 
Opportunity Centers is critical for on-
going delivery



Engagement

Sustain sense of urgency that 
resulted from COVID pandemic
SHOW decision makers the need 
AND the solutions

Pay community members to 
participate in the engagement 
activities
Consider giving your staff paid time 
off for engagement activities



Mahalo Nui Loa for your time.

Agency Contact:

Jeff Gilbreath
Executive Director

808.587.7653
jeff@hawaiiancommunity.net
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Vision
Hawaiʻi is the best place

in the nation to raise a child.
All keiki in Hawaiʻi are

safe, healthy, and ready to learn.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hawaii Children’s Action network is...



Vision
Everyone in Hawaiʻi has an opportunity

to achieve economic security 
and fulfill their potential. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hawaii Appleseed is a research and advocacy organization working to promote policy and systems changes to create a Hawaii where everyone can thrive--where everyone has an opportunity to achieve economic security and fulfill their potential. We know these visions are broadly shared in Hawaiʻi. Most of us in Hawaii aspire for this to be a place where everyone has the opportunity to thrive.But the reality is, our economy is out of balance, with significant barriers impeding the ability of many people to care for their families.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
AUW’s ALICE report dramatically highlighted this fact when it showed just how many of Hawaii’s working families couldn’t afford to meet their most basic needs. The original report issued in 2017 found nearly half of Hawaii households did not earn enough to cover the costs of a basic needs budget. chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.auw.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fpictures%2FAlohaUnitedWayALICE%2520Report_HIFINAL.pdf&clen=1560317&chunk=true



Poll
How much do you 
think is a survival 
budget for a family of 
4 in Hawaiʻi? 



ALICE is a 
family of four 
with an income 
of $90,828

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A basic needs budget is just that--no frills. Child care, food, transportation, housing, healthcare, the means to communicate. The ALICE Report demonstrated clearly that so many of Hawaii’s residents are being forced to make hard choices: Do I pay for healthy food for my family, or do I pay the rent? Do I pay for child care so I can go to work, when work barely pays for child care?https://www.unitedforalice.org/household-budgets/hawaii



For low- and middle-wage workers,
earnings have not kept up with costs

Inflation-adjusted 
hourly wage increases

Growth in inflation-adjusted annual 
rental housing costs and wages

In Hawaiʻi, between 1980-2018

Housing:
$8,083

Inflation-adjusted per capita GDP 
gains compared to wage increases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking back over the past 50 years, we can see why people are where they are, and how they have fallen further and further behind. Since 1980, low and middle income earners have seen their hourly wages increase by only one or two dollars, while high earners have seen massive increases--over $12. This isn’t because people are contributing less to our communities and our economy. In fact, Hawaii’s per capita GDP has increased by 40% over the past 50 years. But the benefits of that increase have been shared unequally. Low and middle wage earners have seen only 11 to 13 percent of the GDP increase show up in their wages, while high earners have seen close to the full measure of the increase reflected in their wages. �The economy that we are building together is leaving so many people on the bottom floors.Try as they might, people are getting left further and further behind. One of the most frightening examples of this is what’s happened with rents relative to wages. Over the past 50 years, rents increased by about $8,000 per year. If you are a high wage earner, no problem, the $25,000 extra you are making now versus 50 years ago is plenty to cover the increased housing costs. But if you’re a low or middle wage earner, your increases in income haven’t kept pace. https://www.hibudget.org/s/2020_Economic_Recovery_Chartbook_51120a_single.pdf



Hawaiʻi job growth is centered around low-wage jobs
with no educational requirements

Change in jobs, 2007-2018 Top 20 growth occupations, 
2016-2026

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s especially problematic about this is that job growth has centered around low-wage jobs. Over the past 50 years there’s been a 29% increase in the number of low-wage jobs, while there has been a comparable reduction in high-wage jobs. If you desperately trying to make up ground, as so many ALICE families in Hawaii are, It’s not as simple as individuals wanting to earn more going back to school to get a better education. So many of our jobs in Hawaii don’t require education.  https://www.hibudget.org/s/2020_Economic_Recovery_Chartbook_51120a_single.pdf



For high-income earners, their 
income has been increasing more 
than enough to meet increased 
expenses. It’s easy—a layup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For high wage earners--who have seen their incomes increase dramatically as low and middle wage earner incomes have stagnated--it's hard to see the problem. Their income has been increasing more than enough to meet increases in expenses. It's easy. It's a lay up.



Everyone deserves an 
equal playing field—and an 
equal shot at success.

But too many residents are 
starting too far away and into an 
increasingly tall basket.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But for many Hawaii residents, they are starting too far away from the hoop with low and stagnant incomes, and the hoops getting increasingly higher as expenses go up. The game is becoming impossible.Everyone deserves an equal playing field--and an equal shot at success.



ALICE Policy Hui

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a metaphor for what the Policy Hui’s part has been in this ALICE work. We are working to readjust the rules of the game so that everyone has a fair opportunity to win. To thrive. To put points on the board. We, both individually and collectively, are better off when everyone in our community is racking up all the points they can. 



Being left behind is a national problem

23rd
out of 43 countries

Public social 
spending as a 

percent of GDP
US: 19.3%

OECD avg: 21%

16th
out of 42 countries

Households 
working but 

still in poverty
US: 11%

OECD avg: 8.2%

9th
out of 42 countries

Level of 
income 

inequality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem of being left behind isn’t just a Hawaii problem. It’s a national problem. Despite having extraordinary levels of resources as a country, we still have a high percentage of working households that live in poverty--11 percent. As these figures from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development demonstrate, there are lots of countries that are doing better--all those to the right of the red bar, which is the U.S.Social expenditure comprises cash benefits, direct in-kind provision of goods and services, and tax breaks with social purposes. Benefits may be targeted at low-income households, the elderly, disabled, sick, unemployed, or young persons.Our levels of income inequality are some of the worst in the world. And that’s due to policy choices that we are making. Relative to other countries, the U.S. ranks relatively low on Public Social Spending as a percentage of GDP--all the countries on the left of this chart rank higher. https://www.oecd.org/social/ministerial/Compare-your-country.pdf



Policies that help people thrive

● Early childhood development and nutrition interventions 
● Universal health coverage 
● Universal access to quality education 
● Cash transfers to poor families 
● Rural infrastructure – especially roads and electrification 
● Progressive taxation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to a wealth of research summarized by The World Bank, there are six policy areas that have show to be effective in reducing inequality. They offer very few trade-offs between equity and efficiency and have worked repeatedly in different settings around the world. They are by no means the only paths to reduce inequality, but they are those for which researchers have the most compelling body of evidence.They are:Early childhood development and nutrition interventions Universal health coverage Universal access to quality education Cash transfers to poor families Rural infrastructure – especially roads and electrification Progressive taxationhttps://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/isp/overview



ALICE Policy Priorities

● Affordable Early Learning and Quality Childcare

● Progressive Taxation

● Living Wages

● Cash supports (EITC/Child Credits/Universal Basic Income)

● Affordable Housing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the World Bank’s policy recommendations are in the context of what countries can do, they apply equally well to states and localities. And these recommendations are closely aligned with the statewide policy reforms our ALICE Policy Hui has been seeking to advance. Our policy agenda includes: Early LearningQuality ChildcareProgressive TaxationMinimum WageAnd because Housing is an oversized part of household budgets in Hawaii, Housing.Thanks in significant part to the attention generated by the ALICE Report, at the outset of the 2020 legislative session, the legislature introduced an “ALICE Package” that intended to hit on many of these areas. For the sake of time, we’re going to home in on just a couple policy reforms we are actively pursuing, to provide a deeper sense of the work and the impact.



Poll
Which policies do 
you think would have 
the biggest impact?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to highlight just a couple of these issuesChild Care Aware, Hawaii State Fact Sheet, 2020, https://www.childcareaware.org/ccdc/state/hi/Jointly produced by the Center for the Study of Child Care Employment and the Economic Policy Institute, see Gould, E., Whitebook, M., Mokhiber, Z., & Austin, L.J.E. (2020). Financing Early Educator Quality: A Values-Based Budget for Every State. Berkeley, CA: Center for the Study of Child Care Employment, University of California, Berkeley. Retrieved from: https://cscce.berkeley.edu/financing-early-educator-quality-a-values-based-budget-forevery-state/.Early Childhood Hawaii, Strategic Implementation Plan, 2020, https://www.earlychildhoodhawaii.com/strategic-implementation-plans/workforce-development-and-supports



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another issue Hawaii’s ALICE families face is that they pay a higher share of their income toward state and local taxes than higher earning households. In Hawaii, the people who can least afford it, pay the greatest share.https://www.hibudget.org/s/2020_Economic_Recovery_Chartbook_51120a_single.pdf



Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

● Lifts children out of poverty
● Associated with increased birth 

weight
● Linked to higher test scores, 

graduation rates, and college 
enrollment

● Associated with increased earnings 
later in life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the ways that we’ve been seeking to address this issue is through an expanded Earned Income Tax Credit, known as the EITC. Every year, when low-income working households file their income taxes, they may be eligible for a federal tax credit that supplements their earned income and increased their income tax refund. The EITC has broad bi-partisan support because it is and efficient and effective means of providing assistance to families that need it, and it supports workers.The federal EITC is responsible for lifting more children out of poverty than any other program in the nation. It is associated with a host of positive effects related to health, academic outcomes, and career success.  



EITC Next Steps

● Make Hawaiʻi’s EITC Permanent

● Make it Refundable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017, 



WE’RE BUILDING

A network of

8,000+
advocates for 

children

Strong

Community 
Champion

organizational members 
working together for 

change

100+
trained parent/family 

leaders

Current: 6,500 Current: 83



Transforming parents who 
care into parents who lead



Our work in January–June 2021

5,699

Grassroots emails 
to elected officials

Emails sent 
by 1,233 

advocates

15
Media coverage

News articles 
and op-eds

71
Story collection

Contributions 
about the need 
to “invest in our 

ʻohana”

1,616

Legislative 
testimony

Testimonies in 
support of 18
priority bills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A. Grassroots emails to elected officials: 5,699 emails sent from 1,233 advocatesB. Media coverage: 15 news articles and op-edsC. Story collection: 71 public contributions sharing why the state needs to “invest in our ʻohana”D. Testimony: Total of 1,616 testimonies in support of 18 bills



What can you do?
bit.ly/alicenextsteps
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Changing The Future 
of ALICE in Hawai‘i 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALICE funding is intended to effect systems-level change in order to support upward financial mobility for lower-income families and individuals in Hawai‘i. Key components of this initiative include program performance evaluation, shared metrics, capacity building, and collaboration.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALICE funding is intended to effect systems-level change in order to support upward financial mobility for lower-income families and individuals in Hawai‘i. Key components of this initiative include program performance evaluation, shared metrics, capacity building, and collaboration.



Innovation 
through 

Collective 
Impact





Collective Impact Theory

• Any one intervention alone is not enough to 
create sustained systems change.

• The various dynamics of the system are 
interrelated -- progress made in one area 
can be nullified or reversed by another area.

• Collectively, we have the potential to push 
the system across a tipping point.



Collective Impact: We Are Stronger Together



Focusing 
on ALICE 

Impact 
Areas



Join the 
movement!



How Can I Get Involved?



Join us at the Table: Welcoming Participation



We are seeking:

Meaningful community engagement

Deeper engagement by a variety of system stakeholders

Trusted collaboration with local organizations and businesses

To help realize:
Collective Impact

Engaging audiences in new, equitable ways

Meaningful, measurable, lasting change



Building the 
Table: 

Cross-Sector 
Participation



2021 ALICE 
Community 

Strategic 
Planning 

Goals

Engage

Engage 
residents and 
stakeholders 
statewide

Community

Community-
led process 
for strategic 
planning

Support

Support 
participation 
in accessing 
“ALICE 
Loops” in 
the systems 
map

Increase

Increase 
engagement 
and 
participation 
opportunities

Focus

Focus 
activities 
with a lens 
on Diversity, 
Equity & 
Inclusion

Make

Make 
participation 
opportunities 
accessible 
for all Hawaii 
residents, 
regardless 
of location 
statewide

Create

Create 
compelling 
plan for 
actionable 
steps 
forward



ALICE 
Collective: 

Moving 
Forward

Build Sub-
Committees

● Create quarterly multi-sector working 
groups/committees, supporting aligned activities 
to improve knowledge and logistical support 
among stakeholders.

● Committees will develop meaningful community 
solutions to collaboratively address local 
economic, health, housing, workforce, 
employment, education, and other critical needs.



ALICE 
Collective: 

Moving 
Forward

Develop Shared 
Measurements

● Collect data through surveys, dashboards, 
scorecards, and performance measurement 
systems.

● Analyze, monitor and evaluate the progress of 
program and system strategies and activities.

● Cultivate leaders with system leadership skills 
and use data to continuously learn, adapt and 
improve.



ALICE 
Collective: 

Moving 
Forward

Build Public Will 
for ALICE

● Develop training and educational opportunities 
that address economic, health, and social needs 
among ALICE households in Hawaii. 

● Create presentations, webinars, conferences, or 
community listening sessions to engage 
policymakers, public agencies, educational and 
academic institutions, healthcare systems, non-
profit organizations, and community members. 



Timeline



Next Steps:

Complete your post-
event survey and 
indicate your interests

AUW will invite you to 
join the work groups for 
each of the impact areas



Thank you for joining the 
ALICE movement!
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